
WORKBOOK
Y O U R F E E D I N G T E A M . C O M

 



We created this workbook so that you could be more focused, strategic and,
ultimately, successful in helping your picky eater. The more excersies and activities
you complete, the sooner you will become an expert in feeding your child and will
start seeing the results. 
 
Homework
Each module comes with a specific exercise, like a questionnaire or a worksheet, or
an invitation to reflect on the content of the module. By completing the homework,
you will create your own personalised plan to support your child in the best way. 
 
Try this month
We also included a Try this month activity, allowing you to practice a simple but very
effective feeding strategy each month. 
 
More support 
In addition to completing the worksheets, make sure to ask us questions and post
your comments in the Facebook group - we are always here to support you!
 
 
 
Simone, Natalia and Jo 
 

 

INTRODUCTION

HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK
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Try it this month
 
What? Serve a different fruit at breakfast - remember no pressure! 
Why? It is very important to expose your child to lots of new and non-preferred foods
even when there is no way on earth they are ready to try them. Serving a new fruit
will give them a valuable exposure to new things. Don’t be tempted to suggest that
they try them or all the value of the exposure will be undone!
 

Homework
 
Your reflections on what may be potential causes for your child’s picky eating. 
 
Sensory systems

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
Oral motor skills

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
Temperament

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
Physical problems

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
 

Module 1
Understanding the root
causes of picky eating
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Trauma and negative association

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
A need for control

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
 



Try it this month
 
What? Quality time! Spend 10 minutes playing a game or doing an activity with your
child just before you eat.
Why? We can do loads for children to help make meals easier BEFORE meals, not
just during. A bit of one-to-one time will reduce your child’s need to look for attention
from you via their eating decisions! It will also get them into a good frame of mind
for a relaxed and positive meal.
 

Homework 1
 
Track your child’s current eating schedule and snacks’ balance
What, when and why my child eats? Track your child’s eating over a couple of days
to see what your current schedule is and if your child is eating for other reasons
rather than hunger.
 
Here is an example of what your schedule may look like: 
 
 
 
 

Module 2
Positive Mealtime
Parenting Part 1
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What changes can I make to the schedule so my child eats regularly without
grazing? Refer to the pdf download of sample age-appropriate meal and snack
schedules in this Module.
Does my child get balanced snacks? Check the pdf with the snack ideas from this
Module and use it to create a few balanced snacks that include your child’s
accepted foods alongside new foods.

Now it’s your turn!
 
Your child's schedule
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once you completed the schedule, ask yourself:
1.

2.

 
HOMEWORK 2
Using the pdf of suggested snack ideas, create 3 balanced and nutritious snacks for
your child, including both accepted and new/less liked foods.
 
Snack N1

.............................................................................................................................................

 

Snack N2

..............................................................................................................................................

 

Snack N3

..............................................................................................................................................
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Try it this month
 
What? Try serving breakfast foods for dinner!
Why? It can feel really hard to introduce variety into a super limited diet. BUT if you
forget about which foods are normally served when, you can help your child get used
to change by serving foods at different times. After all, there’s no reason why we
can’t have toast for dinner!
 

Homework
 
Watch the videos on the types of mealtime pressure in this Module’s video. Which
types of pressure did you spot Jo using? Next time you sit down to eat with your
child, try notice which types of pressure you are using with your child!
 
 
 
Authority

Because I say so 

Negotiation

Incentives 

Encouragement 

Pleading

Food PR

Bribery

Nutrition arguments

Comparison to other children 

Emotional blackmail 

Praise

Excessive focus
 
 
 

Module 3
Positive Mealtime
Parenting Part 2
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Jo (in the video) You (with your child)Types of pressure 



Try it this month!
 
What? Make sprinkles! Take an accepted crisp (chip - US) or cracker, get your child
to bash it into crumbs with a rolling pin in a plastic or paper bag, then they can dip
things into it, eat it or sprinkle it over other foods.
Why? The path to learning to eat new foods is a long one; a significant step along
the way involves helping children eat accepted foods in changed formats and using
accepted foods as a new taste or texture experience.
 

Homework
 
After you watched this module’s videos, tick the boxes on the worksheet below to
identify the areas where you see progress: 
 
 
Family Meal Progress Checklist
 
        We have more pleasant and relaxed meals 
 
         The child is on board with meal and snack structure
 
         The child comes to the table willingly
 
         We wash hands and have time-in together before meals
 
         We serve our food from the middle of the table
 
         The child has lower anxiety levels at mealtimes (if relevant)
 
         We have non-food focused conversations at mealtimes
 
         We role model selecting foods, making decisions about how much we choose
to eat.
 
         We have a clean up time where children are actively involved in packing away.
 

Module 4
What progress looks like
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Try it this month!
 
What? Ask your child to craft a little centerpiece for dinner.
Why? Getting children involved in meals is a lovely way of helping them feel part of a
communal experience. Activities like creating a centrepiece will boost self-esteem
and motor skills while upping mealtime positivity.
 

Homework 1
 
Track your feelings about your child’s eating
 
Use the journal on the next page for one week to track your  feelings about your
child's eating and look for patterns.  If you can commit to completing this at every
meal for seven days, you will  get the most from it. Just use the  rows relevant to the
meals and snacks you currently serve.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Module 5
Food, feeding and you
(Part 1)
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Day 1
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Day 2
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Day 3
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Day 4
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Day 5
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Day 6
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Day 7



Reflections:
What was it like  doing this exercise?  Think about  how hard it was to  monitor and
record your thoughts and feelings? Did  you ever experience any resistance ? Did you
enjoy the exercise?  Us the space below to describe how it was for you:
 

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
Insights:
Did you notice anything that surprised  you?  What is your key 'take-home' from
doing the journal exercise?  Did you spot any patterns? Did  recording your feelings
and thoughts change them in any way?

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
How do you feel about feeding? 
 
SCALE: 1 – 5  Where 1 = not at all and 5 = a lot 
 
         To what extent do you feel you are in some way to blame for your child’s eating
behaviours? 
 
         How bad do you feel when your child rejects a meal you have spent along time
preparing?
 
         How bad do you feel when your child rejects a food you had assumed they
would eat?
 
         How confident do you feel about your parenting in relation to food?
 
         To what extent do you worry about being judged by others in relation to your
child’s eating?
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Use the spaces below to note down anything that has come up for you in relation to
this worksheet and lesson video:
 
Self-blame 

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

Over-investment

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

 

Homework 2
 

Using the questions below, reflect on your history  

1) What was your happiest memory about food, from your childhood?  

2) What was your worst memory about food, from your childhood?  

3) What were the family rules about food and mealtimes when you were growing up?  

4) How are they different from the rules in your family now you are a parent?  

5) Pick three words to describe mealtimes when you were small.  

6) What aspects of your upbringing (in relation to food) would you like your child to

experience?  

7) Which aspects of your upbringing (in relation to food) would you not want your child to

experience?  

8) Describe your parents’ main beliefs and feelings about food.  

9) Where do you think these beliefs came from?  

10) Describe your grandparents’ relationship with food  

11) Can you see any traces of this (your answer to question 9) in your own beliefs,

feelings, behaviours and thoughts about food and eating? 
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Using the questions below, reflect in your child’s history

1) How was your child’s birth – was there anything about it that affected how they fed in

the very early days?

2) If ‘yes’ – how did you feel about that then and how do you feel about it now?

3) How about milk (breast / formula) feeding  –  was there anything challenging about

this?

4) Did your child have any medical issues?

5) If ‘yes’, did this affect their ability to feed? What was this like for you?

 

Which experiences from your childhood or your child’s history, have had the biggest

impact on how you approach feeding, and why?

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................
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Try it this month
 
What? Create fruit or vegetable stamps and make some vegetable art - if this is too
hard for your child, they can simply draw around some veggies.
Why? We want kids to have lots of positive experiences with vegetables - this helps
them learn about them and gets them one teeny step closer to feeling confident
enough to taste them one day. Art and craft is a brilliant way of doing this.
 

Homework 1
 
Your food dreams worksheet
 
We all come to parenting with lots of hopes and expectations. Sometimes reality
does not live up to these. If this is emotionally challenging for you, you may need to
‘mourn’ the loss of that imagined future… This is part of accepting your child for who
they are and meeting them where they are at in terms of their eating. Use this
worksheet to begin to make peace with your child’s relationship with food.
 
In the space below, describe how you imagined feeding your child would be:

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 

In the space below, list the ‘losses’ that you have experienced in terms of your

child’s eating. We have included an example to help you see how to answer this

question: 

I imagined we would enjoy eating out as a family............................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
 

Module 6
Food, feeding and you
(Part 2)
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Part of accepting your child’s current relationship with food is concerned with
accepting the person they are more generally. List ten things that are special about
your child to help you understand that our children come to us with their own unique
set of gifts and challenges:

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 
Making peace with your child’s eating does NOT mean abandoning long terms
hopes and aspirations. In fact, coming to terms with things not being how you would
have hoped, is a step on the road towards helping them expand their diet.
If you are comfortable doing this, we’d love you to share a food dream you have let
go of, in the facebook group.
 

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

 

Homework 2

 

Your feeding anxiety

Remember, it’s a great idea to go through these questions now, and then re-visit

them again in a few months, especially if you have had some professional input in

the meantime. This will help you see how your anxiety about your child’s eating

changes over time. If you have a partner, it is a great idea to answer these questions

separately and then chat about your answers – especially where they are different!
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Your feeding anxiety questionnaire
 
Circle one answer below each statement 
 
I dread mealtimes with my child
1 = never 2 = rarely 3 = sometimes 4 = often 5 = all the time
 
I think my child is too skinny
1 = not at all 2 =not really 3 = maybe 4 = Yes, I think so 5 = I am sure of it
 
I feel huge relief when my child eats a good meal
1 = never 2 = rarely 3 = sometimes 4 = often 5 = all the time
 
I think my child is missing out on important nutrients
1 = not at all 2 =not really 3 = maybe 4 = Yes, I think so 5 = I am sure of it
 
My child’s eating is my biggest worry at the moment

1 = not at all 2 =not really 3 = maybe 4 = Yes 5 = Definitely
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Try it this month
 
What? Have your child cut an accepted food into a new shape
Why? Before children are ready to try something new, we have to help them feel
okay with change from within their comfort zone. If they are involved with making
that change, all the better.
 

Homework
 
Create a nutritional plan for your child 
 
Using the information from the module videos and printouts, complete the chart on
the next page to create a personalised nutritional plan for your child.
 

 

Module 7
Boost nutrition
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Try it this month
 
What? Walk to the table on all fours pretending to be a bear
Why? Putting our heads down low and moving our limbs will help get our sensory
system ready for eating. Sounds weird, but it’s true!
 

Homework 
 
Fill out the table below listing your child’s accepted foods from each food group. We
included a few examples for you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Module 8
Behind the scenes
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Sandwich bar with white bread, peanut butter, ham, cheese and lettuce
Yogurt with a variety of fruit and breakfast cereal for sprinkling on top 
Beef stew served with corn chips, apples and cucumbers
Chicken nuggets with rice and salad

Next, create a few simple family meal ideas using a combination of accepted and
new/less liked foods.
 
Aim to include 1-2 accepted foods in each meal and snack, varying the food groups.
We included some examples to get you started.
 
Below are a few examples of meal and snack ideas including accepted and new/less
liked foods (accepted foods are in bold).
 
1.
2.
3.
4.

 
 

YOUR TURN!
 
Meal N1
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
 
Meal N2
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
 
Meal N3
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
 
Meal N4
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
 
Meal N5
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................
 
 
 



Try it this month
 
What? Blow bubbles before meal. 
Why? Some children need a little help getting their mouths ready for eating. If you
can get hold of scented bubbles, this will have double impact because you’ll also be
helping them from a sensory point of view.
 

Homework
 
Ten questions for couples, to get you on the same page
 
To use this resource, both you and your partner need to grab a blank piece of paper
and SEPARATELY answer the questions below. Answer them as fully as possible.
Spend at least 30 minutes doing this. Next, arrange an evening together where you
can talk through your answers to highlight your areas of difference (and
similarity).Try to learn more about where the other is coming from. Mutual
understanding is a great starting point for developing a consistent strategy that you
can both feel good about.
 
1.Why do you think your child is a picky eater?
2.Do you think they could eat more foods if they tried harder?
3.Is picky eating bad behaviour?
4.What do you think about your partner’s approach to your child’seating?
5.How confident, informed and educated do you feel about how todeal with picky
eating?
6.Do you feel that you and your partner are on the same page inrelation to your
child’s eating? If not, can you describe thedifferences between your approaches?
7.Do you believe that there is a ‘right way’ to respond to pickyeating? If so, what is
that right way?
8.Where do your views on how to handle your child’s eating comefrom? Are your
own childhood experiences relevant here? 
9.How does your child's eating make you feel?
10.How worried are you about: Your child’s weight?Your child’s nutritional status?
Your child’s growth?

Module 9
Getting everyone on-side
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Try it this month
 
What? Breathe like a lion before sitting down to eat! Show your child how to breathe
in deeply, hold their breath then exhale slowly like a noisy roaring lion. They can
repeat this three times. 
Why? Many picky eaters are pretty anxious about eating… breathing deeply and
slowly is a powerful way to get your child’s anxiety levels down. Anxiety suppresses
appetite, so this is super important.

 
Homework 1
 
Food Chaining Worksheet
 
What is food chaining? Food chaining is a series of food introductions. Each food
introduced is a small step away from a currently accepted food towards a family
goal food. Your child knows about the changes and have the freedom to explore the
new variation. 
 
A key part of this is to make the change small enough that it doesn’t become a major
sensory or skill level jump for them. It is a method to break out of a food rut and help
you expand what you are offering. 
 
Note, it is not the only strategy to introduce new foods. The underlying reasoning is
to increase tolerance of foods which in turn drives increased quantity and
acceptance. You can achieve sensory and oral-skill progression with food choices
rather than doing it TO the child. This method is RESPONSIVE to their needs. 
 
Key principles of food chaining: 
 
1/  Always start with a currently accepted food 
 
2/ You can always keep the previous step food in rotation, and it is recommended to
serve the initial food alongside the first change so that they still have a food they can
successfully eat whilst they observe you eating the first step food. 

 
 

Module 10
Getting your child to try
new foods
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3/ Changes increase in sensory load when you change the following properties in
order: shape, colour, texture, flavour. Hence, using this as a rough guide you can
start to plan out your chain. 
 
4/ Generally speaking, meal preparation that uses up a large amount of time, money
or effort will result in you feeling over invested in its success. Once you feel over
invested, it is harder for you to feel relaxed at the meal.
 
Complete the worksheet below to create your own individualized food chain. See
more examples of food chaining in our VAULT. 
 
Starting Food: From your child’s list of currently accepted foods
 
 
 
Step One: A change to shape of currently accepted food or a new brand
 
 
 
Step Two: Another change of shape, addition of another ingredient (dry on the side
as a “sprinkle” is an option too)
 
 
 
Step Three: Change of colour or slight texture change or presentation
 
 
 
Step Four: Change of ingredient or flavour
 
 
 
Step Five: Change of ingredient or flavour
 
 
 
Step Six: Change of ingredient or flavour
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Homework 2
 
Decoding your child's mealtime behaviour
 
Complete the worksheet below to decode your child's mealtime behavior that may
be standing on the way of his progress with meals. Examples are: food throwing,
getting off and on the chair, overstuffing their mouth, etc.
 
My child’s mealtime behaviour:
..............................................................................................................................................
 
Behaviors are communicating a need to GAIN, AVOID or are related to their
SENSORY SYSTEM / A SKILL DEFICIT.
 
What could they be avoiding?
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
 
What could they be trying to gain?
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
 
What could their sensory system or skill set be conveying?
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
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